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B.Sc.– II (Semester – III) (New CBCS) Examination, 2018
(Computer Sci.)

Paper – V : OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING USING C++

Day and Date : Thursday 26-4-2018 Max. Marks : 70
Time :2.30 p.m. to 5.00 p.m.

Instructions : 1) All questions are compulsory.
2) A figure to the right place indicates full marks.

1. Choose correct alternatives : 14

1) ________________ is nothing but sequence of bytes.

a) String b) Stream

c) Both a and b d) None of these

2) When object is no longer needed then ______________ function is implicitly
invoked.

a) Constructors b) Destructor

c) Both a and b d) None of these

3) Function overloading is ______________ type of polymorphism.

a) Compile time b) Run time

c) Both a and b d) None of these

4) We can create __________________ number of objects for abstract class.

a) Only one b) As many

c) Zero d) Both a and b

5) Friend function access ________________ type of data of class.

a) Public b) Private

c) Protected d) All of these

6) _______________ is a default parameter passing technique in C++.

a) Pass by value b) Pass by pointer

c) Pass by address d) Both a and b
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7) _______________ function is executed from derived to base class order.

a) Constructor b) Destructor

c) Both a and b d) None of these

8) Ifstream class uses _______________ default file opening mode.

a) ios::in b) ios::out c) ios::ate d) ios::app

9) A constructor can never return a value. Hence its return type is
_______________

a) void b) double

c) int d) char

10) For execution of  _______________ function, pointer to base class is required.

a) virtual b) friend c) inline d) outline

11) _______________ is base class for all stream classes in C++.

a) ios b) filebuf

c) fstreambase d) fstream

12) _______________  operator in C++ language that allocates memory at run
time.

a) new b) delete

c) malloc( ) d) free( )

13) _______________ data type is user defined.

a) char b) int

c) float d) class

14) _______________  operator may overloaded by using member function only.

a) = b) new

c) ++ d) delete

2. Answer any seven of the followings : 14

1) How dynamic memory is managed in C++ ?

2) Write characteristics of virtual function that satisfied the compiler requirement.

3) Why destructor is not overloaded ?

4) What are the advantages of inline function ?

5) What is nesting of classes ?
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6) Write rules to overload the operator.

7) Differentiate between POP and OOP.

8) List out rules to declare identifier in C++ language.

9) Write importance of array of object.

3. A) Answer any two of the followings : 10

1) Write a program that finds face value of entered number.

2) What is function overloading ? Illustrate with one example.

3) Write a program that demonstrate the use of inline function.

B) How friend class is useful to access private data of class ? 4

4. Answer any two of the followings : 14

1) Write a program to implement ‘Hierarchical Inheritance’.

2) What is file ? Explain all file opening modes with example.

3) Write a program that finds addition of array elements using parameterized
constructor.

5. Answer any two of the followings : 14

1) Write a program to overload + operator using member function that
concatenates two files together.

2) Explain ‘static data member and static member function’ with one example.

3) Write a C++ program to implement class ‘Employee’ that calculates Pay slip.
The class contains following member functions.

ACCEPT () : To accept customer details along with basic amount of employee

PROCESS () : To calculate net pay by considering earnings and deduction.

DISPLAY () : To display pay slip of an employee.

Take appropriate data members for ‘Employee’ class.

_____________________
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